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Abstract. The repair of dNA double‑strand breaks (dSBs) 
is crucial for the preservation of genomic integrity and the 
maintenance of cellular homeostasis. Non‑homologous dNA 
end joining (NHEJ) is the predominant repair mechanism for 
any type of dNA dSB during the majority of the cell cycle. 
NHEJ defects regulate tumor sensitivity to ionizing radiation 
and anti‑neoplastic agents, resulting in immunodeficiencies and 
developmental abnormalities in malignant cells. p53‑binding 
protein 1 (53BP1) is a key mediator involved in dSB repair, which 
functions to maintain a balance in the repair pathway choices and 
in preserving genomic stability. 53BP1 promotes dSB repair via 
NHEJ and antagonizes dNA end overhang resection. At present, 
novel lines of evidence have revealed the molecular mechanisms 
underlying the recruitment of 53BP1 and dNA break‑responsive 
effectors to dSB sites, and the promotion of NHEJ‑mediated 
dSB repair via 53BP1, while preventing homologous recombi‑
nation. In the present review article, recent advances made in 
the elucidation of the structural and functional characteristics 
of 53BP1, the mechanisms of 53BP1 recruitment and interaction 
with the reshaping of the chromatin architecture around dSB 
sites, the post‑transcriptional modifications of 53BP1, and the 
up‑ and downstream pathways of 53BP1 are discussed. The 
present review article also focuses on the application perspec‑
tives, current challenges and future directions of 53BP1 research.
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1. Introduction

Every eukaryotic cell contends with various intracellular and 
extracellular threats during dNA replication and cellular 
metabolism, such as high‑energy radiation, mutagenic 
chemicals, free radicals and V(d)J recombination, as well 
as cell type‑specific challenges, such as immunoglobulin 
class‑switching recombination (cSR) in B‑lymphocytes (1,2). 
Failure to repair a dNA double‑strand break (dSB) or restart 
replication forks results in cell death, whereas dSB mis‑repair 
and catastrophic genome rearrangements are the major causes 
of genomic instability and hence, carcinogenesis (3,4). Thus, 
the fidelity and capacity of DSB repair needs to be clearly 
elucidated. To date, four conserved and mechanistically 
distinct pathways have been identified to be involved in the 
elimination of dSBs from the genome: Homologous recombi‑
nation (HR), non‑homologous end joining (NHEJ), alternative 
end joining (altEJ) and single‑strand annealing (SSA) (5). HR 
and NHEJ are the two major dNA‑repair pathways.

HR is the most accurate dSB repair mechanism and 
also the default mechanism for replication fork repairs. HR 
occurs following dSB end resection, which removes a few 
hundred or more bases from the 5'‑terminated strand to yield 
a 3' single‑stranded dNA (ssdNA) tail, and this is achieved 
via the MRE11‑RAd50‑NBS1 (MRN) complex (6). The 
ssdNA invades the template (the adjacent sister chromatid of 
3' overhangs) and this is mediated by the recombinase Rad51, 
whereafter it displaces an intact strand to form a d‑loop and 
produces double Holliday junctions (7). However, since the 
HR machinery requires an identical dNA template in the 
homologous sister chromatid for dSB repair, it is most active 
in the mid‑S phase and mid‑G2 phase of the cell cycle (8). 
altEJ was the second method to be identified, and this is medi‑
ated by the microhomology of the 3' ssdNA originating from 
end resection. In altEJ, dNA polymerase θ (Pol θ)‑associated 
helicase activity can displace the ssdNA‑binding protein, 
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while its polymerase activity can stabilize the joint between 
the two dNA ends (9). due to its apparent proclivity for 
connecting dSBs on different chromosomes, the usage of 
altEJ for DSB repair has negative ramifications for genomic 
integrity, resulting in chromosomal translocations and muta‑
genic rearrangements (10). Third to be discovered was SSA, 
which is considered to be an obligatorily error‑prone pathway. 
At the cost of deletion of the intervening sequences between 
the repeats, SSA joins two homologous 3' ssdNA ends (for 
example, at tandem repeats) through annealing (11). Notably, 
both altEJ and SSA require dNA end resection, and they are 
also primarily operational in the S and G2 phases of the cell 
cycle (12). The error‑prone dSB repair pathways of alt‑EJ and 
SSA operate in different biological contexts and contribute to 
genome rearrangements and oncogenic transformation, but do 
not serve as main dNA‑repair pathways. Alt‑NHEJ and SSA 
are two additional dSB repair mechanisms that primarily serve 
as backups when c‑NHEJ and HR fail (13). In comparison, 
NHEJ is a relatively simple repair process and remains active 
throughout the entirety of the cell cycle, but is dominant in 
G0/G1 and G2 phases of the cell cycle (14). NHEJ takes place 
substantially at a more rapid rate than HR (several hours), 
lasting ~30 min and accounting for >75% of repair events, 
while HR repairs the remaining 25%, according to fluores‑
cent reporter structures integrated into the chromosomes of 
human cell lines (15). NHEJ repair involves the binding of the 
ring‑shaped Ku70/80 heterodimer to dSB ends and the recruit‑
ment of the dNA‑dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit 
(dNA‑PKcs) to create the dNA‑PK complex. dSBs are then 
ligated by a complex involving dNA ligase IV and its associ‑
ated factors [e.g., X‑ray repair cross complementing protein 4 
(XRcc4) and XRcc4‑like factor (XLF)] (16,17). Although 
NHEJ remains active throughout the cell cycle, NHEJ can 
be inhibited by breast cancer type 1 susceptibility protein 
(BRcA1) and other HR‑related molecules if dSBs contain 5' 
or 3' overhangs (18). As opposed to HR, altEJ and SSA, which 
require a 3' ssDNA tail, NHEJ acts first to attempt to repair 
dSBs and is the only dSB repair pathway active in the G0 and 
G1 phases (14). Even within the G2 phase, NHEJ also repairs 
≥80% of ionizing radiation‑induced DSBs (19,20). In general, 
when the dSB ends are ‘clean’ (have compatible or blunt ends), 
NHEJ is rapid, efficient, yet mutagenic and is often accompa‑
nied by only short deletions and fewer base changes. As the 
predominant dSB repair pathway in mammalian cells, NHEJ 
deficiency can influence tumor sensitivity to ionizing radiation 
and antineoplastic, and it can also cause immunodeficiencies 
and other developmental abnormalities, including dwarfism 
and defective neurogenesis associated with microcephaly (21).

Two key players in the dSB repair process are tumor protein 
53‑binding protein 1 (53BP1) that promotes NHEJ by antago‑
nizing dNA end overhang resection and BRcA1 that promotes 
HR by promoting end‑resection (22). In response to dSBs, 
53BP1 rapidly accumulates on the chromatin surrounding the 
dNA damage site to form the irradiation‑induced foci (IRIF), 
which is driven by a signaling cascade that originates with the 
ataxia‑telangiectasia mutated (ATM) kinase‑mediated phos‑
phorylation of H2A histone family member X (H2AX; known 
as γH2AX) (23,24). Similar to ATM deficiency (ATM‑/‑), defec‑
tive dNA damage responses (ddRs) following treatment with 
ionizing radiation occur in 53BP1‑/‑ cells, and 53BP1‑/‑ mice 

exhibit growth retardation, immune deficiency, increased 
radiation sensitivity and an increased risk of developing 
cancers (25). For several decades, 53BP1 has been described 
as a regulator and scaffold for dSB signaling, which functions 
by recruiting other responsive proteins to dNA damage sites to 
facilitate the NHEJ repair process. Therefore, the identification 
of 53BP1 binding and the proteins it interacts with has become 
an increasingly studied topic in an attempt to uncover the 
biological functions of 53BP1‑dependent NHEJ repair.

In the present review article, the structure, functional 
characteristics and post‑transcriptional modifications (PTMs) 
of 53BP1 in the process of response to dSBs are discussed. 
Progress on the identification of 53BP1 assembly and recruit‑
ment to dSB sites, with a particular focus on the interactions of 
53BP1 and the reshaping of the chromatin architecture around 
dSB sites is reviewed. The role of upstream factors in regulating 
53BP1 recruitment, and the mechanisms through which 53BP1 
interacts with the downstream responsive effectors involved in 
the NHEJ signaling pathways is also discussed. The present 
review also sheds light on the challenges that remain to be 
overcome and the potential roles of 53BP1 in cancer treatment 
and cRISPR/cas9‑induced HR repair, providing a theoretical 
basis for the further study of 53BP1.

2. The structural characteristics of 53BP1

Human 53BP1 has 1,972 amino acids, a mass of ≥200 kDa, 
and is encoded by the TP53BP1 gene that is located on human 
chromosome l5q15‑12 (26,27). As a large scaffolding protein 
that mediates the interactions with modified histones and 
several effector proteins, 53BP1 consists of multiple interac‑
tion surfaces for the dSB‑response. Pivotal structural regions 
of 53BP1 include the N‑terminal region (1‑1,220 aa), minimal 
focus forming region (1,220‑1,711 aa) and the c‑terminal region 
(1,712‑1,972 aa) (28). The 53BP1 N‑terminal region contains 
28 amino‑terminal Ser/Thr‑Gln sites that are involved in the 
interactions with the Pax transactivation domain‑interacting 
protein (PTIP) and RAP1‑interacting factor 1 (RIF1) (29). The 
ability of 53BP1 to form IRIF is attributable to its minimal 
focus forming region. This region includes two dynein light 
chain (Lc8) binding domains that bind to dynein light chain 1 
to promote 53BP1 oligomerization and recruitment (30‑32), an 
oligomerization domai that mediates 53BP1 dimer and multimer 
formation and recruitment to a dSB (33,34), a glycine‑argi‑
nine‑rich (GAR) motif that is methylated by the protein arginine 
N‑methyltransferase 1 (PRMT1) to enhance dNA‑binding 
function (34,35), two tandem Tudor domains that bind to 
H4K20me2 (36,37) and a ubiquitylation‑dependent recruitment 
(UdR) motif that interacts with H2AK15ub (38). The 53BP1 
c‑terminal region contains two BRcA1 carboxyl‑terminal 
(BRcT) domains that interact with p53 and γH2AX, which is 
important for dSB repair in heterochromatin (39,40). Overall, all 
interaction domains of 53BP1 are indispensable for dSB repair 
in heterochromatin; however, the contribution of these domains 
varies when the context of dSB repair is altered (Fig. 1).

3. The 53BP1‑mediated NHEJ pathway

Interplay between 53BP1 and other primary factors involved 
in NHEJ repair. canonical dNA (c‑)NHEJ is the major 
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dSB repair pathway in mammalian cells due to its ability 
to function in all phases of the cell cycle. c‑NHEJ is a rapid 
kinetics‑based repair process involving the binding of the 
Ku heterodimer (Ku70/Ku80) to dsdNA ends, the recruit‑
ment of the dNA‑PKcs to create the dNA‑PK complex, and 
the dSB end ligation by XRcc4, XLF and dNA ligase IV 
(LIG4) (41,42). concomitant with dNA‑PK binding to dSB 
sites, the MRN (MRE11, RAd50 and NBS1) complex is also 
located in the same region, and recruits ATM, which phosphory‑
lates it (43). ATM amplifies the damage signal continuously 
via phosphorylation of the histone H2A variant (H2AX; the 
Ser139 phosphorylated state is termed γH2AX) (44). γH2AX 
is located at dSB sites and recruits the mediator of dNA 
damage checkpoint protein 1 (Mdc1) through a protein inter‑
action network, and then E3 ubiquitin ligase ring finger protein 
(RNF)8 and RNF168 are recruited by Mdc1 (45,46). RNF8 
and RNF168 cooperate with E2 ubiquitin‑conjugating enzyme 
to ubiquitinate chromatin around dSB sites. The histone H2A, 
serving as a key substrate of RNF168, is ubiquitinated at Lys13 
and Lys15 (H2AK13ub/15ub) (47). RNF8/RNF168‑dependent 
ubiquitination can produce a specific region on chromatin to 
allow ubiquitin‑dependent dSB‑responding proteins (such as 
53BP1) to gather and generate IRIF (48,49). 53BP1 binds to 
residues of H2AK15ub and H4K20me2 to form 53BP1 foci via 
its UdR motif and Tudor domain, respectively (50). Although 
methylation transferase may not be the primary driving 
force for the selective recruitment of 53BP1, the space‑time 
exposure of ubiquitin‑regulated H4K20me2 modification is a 
vital factor mediating the accurate position of 53BP1 (51). The 
lethal 3 malignant brain tumor‑like protein 1 (L3MBTL1) and 
Jumonji domain‑containing protein 2A (JMJd2A or KdM4A) 
competitively bind to H4K20me2; thus this molecular marker 
is ‘buried’ under physiological conditions. Following the 
occurrence of a dSB, RNF8/NF168‑mediated ubiquitination 

modification can rapidly degrade these competitive proteins 
and promote the stable binding of the 53BP1 Tudor domain 
with H4K20Me2 (52,53). Additionally, point mutations of the 
UdR motif (I1617A, L1619A, N1621A, L1622A and R1627A) 
hinder 53BP1 recruitment by inhibiting the binding of 53BP1 
to H2AK15ub; however, it does not affect the binding of 53BP1 
to H4K20me2 (38). This suggests that RNF168‑mediated 
H4K20me2 competitive protein degradation and H2A ubiquitin 
modification are mutually independent for 53BP1 recruitment. 
In a phosphorylation‑independent pathway, 53BP1 serves as 
a scaffold protein inducing mutated melanoma‑associated 
antigen 1 (MUM1 or EXPANd1) to anchor at dSB sites 
through its BRcT domains (54). disrupting the nuclear local‑
ization of MUM1 leads to a decrease in dNA damage repair 
efficiency. As the primary downstream molecules, RIF1 and 
PTIP interact with 53BP1 N‑terminal Ser/Thr‑Gln sites in an 
ATM‑dependent phosphorylated manner (55,56) (Fig. 2A).

53BP1 reshapes the chromatin architecture around the DSB 
sites to promote NHEJ repair. The tridimensional organi‑
zation of chromatin in the nuclear space controls 53BP1 
foci accumulation, and the formation of 53BP1 foci may in 
turn affect chromatin organization in the vicinity of dSBs 
(Fig. 2B). Xie et al (57) found that following dNA damage 
induced by camptothecin, microrchidia family cW‑type 
zinc finger protein 2 (MORC2), an ATPase‑dependent chro‑
matin remodeling enzyme, can form a homodimer through 
its c‑terminal coiled‑coil (cc) domain. The homodimer is 
required for nucleosome destabilization after dNA damage 
by promoting the recruitment of the dNA repair proteins, 
BRcA1, 53BP1 and Rad51, to sites of dNA damage. This 
suggests that the decondensation of the highly compacted 
chromatin architecture is essential for efficient DNA repair. 
Using single molecule localization microscopy (STORM), 

Figure 1. domain structures and functions of 53BP1. Recruitment of 53BP1 to dSB sites requires the minimal focus forming region, comprising the Od, 
the GAR motif, the tandem Tudor domain, the UdR motif, and the Lc8 binding domain. The N‑terminal S‑T/Q phosphorylation sites mediate interactions 
with PTIP and RIF1/Shieldin/cST/Polα/Primase axis, which control dNA end resection. The c‑terminal includes two BRcT domains connected in series, 
which are 53BP1 interacting with other proteins in a phosphorylation‑independent pathway, such as p53 and MUM1 (or EXPANd1). 53BP1; p53‑binding 
protein 1; dSB, double‑strand break; Od, oligomerization domain; GAR, glycine‑arginine‑rich; UdR, ubiquitin‑dependent recognition; Lc8, dynein light 
chain; PTIP, Pax transactivation domain‑interacting protein; BRcT, breast cancer type 1 susceptibility protein carboxyl‑terminal; RIF1, RAP1‑interacting 
factor 1; MUM1, mutated melanoma‑associated antigen 1; cST, cTc1‑STN1‑TEN1; Polα, polymerase‑α; dYNLL1, dynein light chain 1; PRMT1, protein 
arginine N‑methyltransferase 1; H2AX, H2A histone family member X.
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Figure 2. Graphic representation of 53BP1 recruitment and its nano‑foci formation around dSB sites (dSBs). (A) dSB formation triggers a range of protein 
modifications that orchestrate the cellular response and DNA repair. DNA‑PKcs, Ku70/Ku80, XRCC4 and etc. bind to DSBs, followed ligate end by one 
after another recruiting or activating MRN complex, ATM, γH2AX and MDC1. This provides a positive feedback loop for DSB signal amplification. MDC1 
recruits RNF8, which cooperates with RNF168 to catalyze histone H2A ubiquitylation at dSBs. H2AK15ub, together with H4K20me2, mediates 53BP1 
recruitment at dSBs. In its ATM‑phosphorylated form, 53BP1 interacts with RIF1 and PTIP, which promote NHEJ repair. (B) 3d reorganization of 53BP1 
foci and chromatin architecture. 53BP1 binds to histone modifications on damaged chromatin at the vicinity of the DSB and recruits RIF1, which elicits the 
assembly of the Shieldin complex. Shieldin complex protects broken dNA ends from nucleolytic degradation by resection factors. The spreading of 53BP1 
on chromatin occurs over megabases around the dSB and is shaped by chromatin topology with the formation of distinct 53BP1 nanodomains (close to 
100 nm) corresponding to chromatin TAds. RIF1 and cohesin complex lead to the ‘loop extrusion’ and promote the circularization of 53BP1 nanodomains 
into one ring‑like micro‑domain. This ring‑like structure can limit the recruitment of BRcA1/ctIP and prevent excessive cleavage of dNA breaks. dSB, 
double‑strand break; dNA‑PKcs, dNA‑dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit; XRcc4, X‑ray repair cross complementing protein 4; RIF1, replication 
timing regulatory factor 1; TAd, topologically associated domain; XLF, XRcc4‑like factor; LIG4, dNA ligase IV; H2AX, H2A histone family member X; 
ATM, ataxia‑telangiectasia mutated; MRN, MRE11‑RAD50‑NBS1; MDC1, mediator of DNA damage checkpoint protein 1; RNF, ring finger protein; 53BP1; 
p53‑binding protein 1; BRcA1, breast cancer type 1 susceptibility protein; ctIP, c‑terminal binding protein (ctBP)‑interacting protein; PTIP, Pax transactiva‑
tion domain‑interacting protein; NHEJ, non‑homologous dNA end joining.
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Wu et al (58) observed that the nuclear chromatin was relaxed 
from a 200‑400 nm thick irregular frame and remodeled to a 
disperse sub‑100 nm structure following X‑ray irradiation. The 
relaxed nuclear chromatin is a more feasible portion for the 
recruitment of dSB repair factors (γH2AX, Mdc1 and 53BP1) 
that were distributed as microscale‑colocalized and nanoscale 
interlaced substructures (58). Notably, Ochs et al (59), using 
3d‑SIM and 2d‑stimulated emission depletion super‑resolu‑
tion microscopy techniques, demonstrated that the 53BP1 and 
RIF1 proteins can form an autonomous functional module, 
which can stabilize the chromatin topological structure of 
dNA fragmentation sites. When dNA damage occurs, 4‑7 
53BP1 sub‑domains form ring structures (with a uniform 
spherical body) in the dNA fragments. The diameter of the 
53BP1 sub‑domain is ~100 nm, and the center distance of the 
two 53BP1 sub‑domains is close to 140 nm, which facilitates 
the reciprocal association between the chromatin topology 
and the formation of 53BP1 foci in response to dSB. Further 
research (59) demonstrated that the chromatin recruitment 
of 53BP1 foci occurs over megabases around the dSB and 
corresponds to chromatin topologically associated domains 
(TAds). Subsequently, RIF1 and the cohesin complex 
[Shieldin/cTc1‑STN1‑TEN1 (cST)/polymerase‑α (Polα)] 
are recruited to the boundary of the TAd structure, and the 
alternating distribution of 53BP1 and RIF1 stabilizes several 
adjacent TAd structures into an ordered ring arrangement. 
This ring‑like structure can limit the recruitment of BRcA1 
and prevent excessive cleavage of dNA breaks. Recently, 
Arnould et al (60) verified the hypothesis that chromatin 
high‑dimensional structure regulates dSB repair, and proposed 
that ‘loop extrusion’ may be the mechanism through which 
the dNA repair center is formed. Following the occurrence 
of a dSB, ATM and the cohesin complex mediate roadblock 
for unilateral loop extrusion, in which ATM phosphorylates 
H2AX constitutively. divergent one‑sided loop extrusion and 
the bidirectional spreading of phosphorylated H2AX induce 
the assembly of the full ddR reaction focus. Notably, although 
RIF1 organizes 53BP1 foci and accumulates at the boundaries 
between 53BP1 nano‑domains, RIF1 does not colocalize with 
these domains (60,61).

The generation of 53BP1 foci surrounding dNA lesions is 
required to recruit downstream effectors. The time frame and 
mechanisms through which the spatial and temporal confine‑
ment of protein assemblies at dNA damaged sites is achieved 
requires further investigation. 53BP1 dimers, a dimerization 
mediated by the 53BP1 oligomerization domain, relocate 
from the nucleoplasm to sites of dSBs (33). At these sites, 
the consecutive recognition of H2AK15ub and dH4K20me 
leads to the assembly of 53BP1 oligomers and promotes 
the formation of mature 53BP1 foci structures (62). Using 
state‑of‑the‑art microscopy, Kilic et al (63) observed that the 
53BP1 foci exhibit the hallmarks of phase‑separated compart‑
ments and exhibit droplet‑like behavior. Phase‑separated 
proteins self‑organize into liquid‑like droplets, allowing 
NHEJ‑interrelated molecules to become concentrated, while 
excluding NHEJ‑irrelevant molecules (64). The droplet‑like 
53BP1 foci is highly sensitive to changes in osmotic pressure, 
temperature, salt concentration and to the disruption of hydro‑
phobic interactions, suggesting that the assembly of 53BP1 
is reversibly abolished (63). The liquid‑like nature of 53BP1 

assemblies verifies previous observed results that demonstrated 
that 53BP1 undergoes phase separation and forms a spatiotem‑
porally spherical shape (65,66). Pessina et al (67) proposed 
that dNA damage‑induced transcriptional promoters drive 
molecular crowding off ddR proteins and RNA synthesis, 
which stimulates the phase separation of 53BP1 in the shape of 
foci. Therefore, it is possible that the phase separation of 53BP1 
foci integrates the localized dNA damage recognition and the 
assembly of repair. However, the forming speed of droplet‑like 
53BP1 foci and the fidelity of dSB repair is dependent on 
the complexity of the lesion. 53BP1 has been shown to be 
recruited in a few seconds to complex dSB sites using live cell 
imaging combined with heavy ion trackers (68). In almost half 
of the isolated dSB sites, the recruitment of 53BP1 is delayed 
~5 min (68). Following neocarzinostatin treatment, 53BP1 foci 
is formed in ~60 min and observed to co‑localize with γH2AX 
at the sites of dSBs (~80% of 53BP1 foci contain exactly one 
dSB) that are accompanied by the higher chromatin compac‑
tion (69).

4. Upstream regulators of 53BP1 in NHEJ repair

As aforementioned, 53BP1 is recruited to the dSB sites to 
coordinate the chromatin architecture around dSB sites and to 
promote NHEJ repair. Therefore, the upstream molecules that 
regulate recruitment and functions of 53BP1 in dNA repair 
deserve further investigation.

Tudor‑interacting repair regulator (TIRR) regulates 53BP1 
recruitment to chromatin. The dNA ends are marked with 
histones H4K20me2, which is a specific binding target for the 
Tudor domain of 53BP1. TIRR (or NUdT16L1), a member 
of the family of the nucleoside diphosphate‑linked moiety X 
(Nudix) hydrolases, was first identified as an upstream molecule 
that inhibits this unique binding in 2017 by drané et al (70) 
and Zhang et al (71). drané et al (70) demonstrated that TIRR 
directly binds the tandem Tudor domain of 53BP1 and masks 
its H4K20me2 binding motif, and TIRR overexpression in the 
cells with low expression of BRcA1 abrogated the develop‑
ment of resistance to poly(AdP‑Ribose) polymerase (PARP) 
inhibitors (PARPis), which may be related to the loss of 53BP1 
function. However, upon dNA damage, ATM phosphorylates 
53BP1 and recruits RIF1, thus inducing the dissociation of the 
53BP1‑TIRR complex from chromatin. Thus, the major func‑
tion of TIRR is to serve as an off switch in the absence of dNA 
damage, maintaining tandem Tudor domain in an inactive 
state and keeping 53BP1 away from chromatin (Fig. 3A).

The recently reported crystal structures of TIRR in 
complex with 53BP1 Tudor domain, together with supporting 
binding assays using ubiquitinated modification and demeth‑
ylated modification nucleosomes, reveals that TIRR occludes 
the methyl‑lysine‑binding site of Tudor domain (72‑74). 
Guided by X‑ray crystallography, Botuyan et al (72) revealed 
that a TIRR arginine (Arg107) residue could mask the histone 
methyllysine‑binding surface of 53BP1. They also found that a 
mutation of a phenylalanine residue (F1553R) in 53BP1 abol‑
ished the interaction with TIRR, but preserved interaction with 
H4K20me2, which indicates that the two binding activities of 
the 53BP1 Tudor domain could be functionally separated and 
independently explored by mutagenesis. After analyzing the 
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Figure 3. Upstream regulators of 53BP1 in NHEJ repair. (A) In a stress‑free environment, TIRR inhibits the histone binding function of 53BP1 by binding 
to its Tudor domain, which is known as the ‘off switch’. However, upon dNA damage, 53BP1 is recruited to chromatin and promotes dSB NHEJ repair, 
which is known as the ‘on switch’. (B) At dSB ends, the assembly of phosphorylated dNA‑PKcs serves as a platform to recruit Artemis, 53BP1 and other 
NHEJ factors. Post‑transcriptional modification of DNA‑PKcs affects its ability to promote NHEJ repair. The autophosphorylation or MEK5‑dependent 
phosphorylation of dNA‑PKcs contributes to 53BP1 recruitment, and induces dSB‑induced microtubule dynamics stress response. The cRL4AdTL‑induced 
ubiquitination degradation of dNA‑PKcs inhibits the NHEJ repair. (c) The cell cycle phase is an important determinant of the repair pathway selection at 
dSB sites. In the G1 phase, the phosphorylation of chk1 (S317, S345), regulated by ATM and ATR, induces the formation of 53BP1 foci following dNA 
damage. In the S/G2 phase, the recruitment of 53BP1 is inhibited by the phosphorylation of chk1 (S59), FOXK1, BRcA1 and acetylated LMNB1 (K134). dSB, 
double‑strand break; dNA‑PKcs, dNA‑dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit; 53BP1; p53‑binding protein 1; NHEJ, non‑homologous dNA end joining; 
chk1, checkpoint kinase 1; ATM, ataxia‑telangiectasia mutated; 53BP1; p53‑binding protein 1; BRcA1, breast cancer type 1 susceptibility protein; LMNB1, 
lamin B1; TIRR, Tudor‑interacting repair regulator; CUL4A, cullin 4A; USP14, ubiquitin‑specific protease 14; XRCC4, X‑ray repair cross complementing 
protein 4; XLF, XRcc4‑like factor; LIG4, dNA ligase IV; dMSR, dNA induced dSB‑induced microtubule dynamics stress response; PTIP, Pax transactiva‑
tion domain‑interacting protein; TopBP1, topoisomerase IIβ binding protein 1; ASF1A, anti‑silencing function 1A histone chaperone; Mdc1, mediator of 
dNA damage checkpoint protein 1; HR, homologous recombination; FOXK1, forkhead box K1.
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protein structure of 53BP1 Tudor and TIRR, dai et al (74) 
revealed that the TIRR amino‑terminal region (residues 10‑24) 
combined with the TIRR L8‑loop could prevent the meth‑
ylation reader joining surface (centered around Arg107) in 
the Tudor domain of 53BP1, which inhibits 53BP1 recruitment 
to nucleosomes bearing H4K20me2. Structural comparisons 
identified a TIRR histidine (H106 is absent from the TIRR 
homolog NUdT16) that is essential for 53BP1 Tudor binding. 
Wang et al (73) demonstrated that three loops (α1‑β1 loop, 
N‑terminus loop and β4‑β5 loop) from TIRR interact with the 
53BP1 Tudor domain and mask the methylated lysine‑binding 
pocket in tandem Tudor domain. Additionally, TIRR inhibited 
the complex formation between the Tudor domain of 53BP1 
and a dimethylated form of p53 (K382me2), which inhibited 
transcriptional activation of the p53 target genes (75). Overall, 
these studies elucidate the mechanisms by which TIRR recog‑
nizes the 53BP1 Tudor domain and functions as a cellular 
inhibitor of the histone methyl‑lysine readers.

DNA‑PK regulates 53BP1 recruitment to DSB sites. At 
dSB ends, the assembly of dNA‑PK, a nuclear serine/threo‑
nine protein kinase composed of a large catalytic subunit 
(dNA‑PKcs) and a heterodimeric dNA‑targeting subunit Ku, 
serves as a platform to recruit Artemis, dNA ligase IV and 
NHEJ factors (such as 53BP1 and γH2AX), all of which 
are involved in end‑processing and ligation (76). Although 
the autophosphorylation of dNA‑PKcs occurs at numerous 
Ser/Thr residues throughout the kinase, and this mediates 
NHEJ, certain molecules were confirmed to function as a 
potential phosphorylase regulator (77,78). Mitogen‑activated 
protein kinase kinase 5 (MAPKK or MEK5) was found 
to promote phosphorylation of the catalytic subunit of 
dNA‑PK at serine 2,056 in response to ionizing radiation 
or etoposide treatment by Broustas et al (77). This revealed 
a convergence between MEK5 upstream signaling and 
dNA repair by NHEJ in conferring resistance to geno‑
toxic stress in advanced prostate cancer (77). conversely, 
Sharma and Almasan (78) identified that ubiquitin‑specific 
protease (USP)14, a proteasomal deubiquitinase, decreased 
the IRIF formation of 53BP1 and pS2056‑dNA‑PKcs, ulti‑
mately inhibiting NHEJ repair, promoting HR repair, and 
suppressing the radiosensitization of non‑small cell lung 
cancer cells. Feng et al (79) demonstrated that the ubiquitin 
ligase cullin 4A binds to the dNA‑PKcs protein in the 
NHEJ repair pathway for nuclear degradation through its 
substrate receptor dTL. cRL4AdTL is recruited to dSB sites 
and promotes the ubiquitination of dNA‑PKcs at K48 in the 
nucleus, inhibiting the NHEJ repair pathway to increase cell 
genomic instability. Similarly, as previously demonstrated, 
when cisplatin resistance developed, dNA‑PKcs activity 
and the formation of 53BP1 foci was reduced, which antago‑
nized cisplatin cytotoxicity for germ cell tumor cells (80). 
Additionally, Ma et al (81) found that the activation of the 
dNA‑PK‑AKT cascade facilitated interphase centrosome 
maturation and induced dSB‑induced microtubule dynamics 
stress response (dMSR), thus promoting dSB mobility and 
53BP1‑dependent NHEJ repair. dMSR occurs in G1 or G0 
cells and lasts around 6 h, providing an aggregated time for 
53BP1 and its partners. Although the mechanism by which 
dNA‑PK promotes 53BP1 recruitment to dSB sites remains 

unclear, dNA‑PK may serve as a potential upstream regula‑
tory molecule for 53BP1 (Fig. 3B).

53BP1 upstream regulators associated with the cell cycle 
phase. The cell cycle phase is a critical determinant of the choice 
of repair pathway at dSB sites (Fig. 3c). BRcA1‑mediated HR 
repair is restricted to the S and G2 phases of the cell cycle 
when a sister chromatid is present, while 53BP1‑mediated 
NHEJ repair is the dominant process in the G1 phase. The 
checkpoint kinase 1 (chk1), activated by ATM kinase on dNA 
breaks in the G1 phase, phosphorylates the histone chaperone, 
anti‑silencing function 1A histone chaperone (ASF1A) at 
Ser166 (82). The phosphorylation of ASF1A interacts with 
the repair protein Mdc1 and thus enhances its downstream 
53BP1 recruitment. Similarly, topoisomerase IIβ binding 
protein 1 (TopBP1), a multi‑domain ‘scaffold’ protein, has 
been revealed to control the dNA damage checkpoint regu‑
lating S‑phase entry by binding to 53BP1 (83). The BRcT 
domains of TopBP1 bind to conserved phosphorylation sites 
(Ser366, Thr670) in the N‑terminus of 53BP1, which promotes 
the recruitment of TopBP1, ATR and chk1 to 53BP1 damage 
foci, but does not affect the formation of 53BP1 or ATM foci 
following dNA damage (83,84). chk1 is phosphorylated by 
ATR on Ser317 and Ser345 in a dNA damage‑dependent 
manner, thus prolonging the G1 phase and inducing NHEJ 
repair by coordinating cell cycle progression with dSB 
repair (84). Moreover, Ha et al (85) found that dSB sites in 
S/G2 cells can be processed by the Ku heterodimers and the 
MRN complex. When a dSB site is bound by Ku heterodi‑
mers, the break is then destined for 53BP1‑mediated NHEJ. 
While dSB sites are bound by an MRN complex, the ends are 
resected and ssdNA is generated, leading to the activation of 
the ATR/chk1/APccdh1 axis, and eventually the destruction of 
deubiquitinating enzyme USP1 and the recruitment of BRcA1. 
Beishline et al (86) found that the transcription factor Sp1, 
phosphorylated on serine 101 (pSp1) by ATM, was recruited 
to dSBs 7.5 min following ionizing radiation‑induced damage 
and remained at the dSB site for at least 8 h. The same research 
group researched further and revealed that Sp1 localized to 
dSBs in the G1 phase and was necessary for the recruitment of 
53BP1 to promote NHEJ repair, while the phosphorylation of 
Sp1‑S59 in the early S phase evicted Sp1 and 53BP1 from the 
dSB site to allow BRcA1 binding (87). The forkhead box K1 
(FOXK1) associates with 53BP1 to negatively regulate 53BP1 
function by inhibiting 53BP1 localization to dSB sites (88). 
The FOXK1‑53BP1 interaction is enhanced upon dNA 
damage during the S phase in an ATM/cHK2‑dependent 
manner, which reduces the association of 53BP1 with its down‑
stream factors RIF1 and PTIP. The acetylation of lamin B1 
(LMNB1) at K134 negatively regulates canonical NHEJ repair 
by impairing the recruitment of 53BP1 to dSB sites, and 
induces the persistent activation of the G1/S checkpoint (89). 
Thus, given the apparent switching effects of these regulators 
in integration of the cell cycle and dSB repair pathway choice 
to favor NHEJ, a more complete understanding of the function 
of these is required to validate the aforementioned findings.

Notably, similar to how H4K20me2 promotes NHEJ repair 
by presenting a binding site for the 53BP1 protein, H4K20me3 
interactions with 53BP1 have been shown to be markedly 
pronounced at dNA lesions in the G1 phase (90). Together, 
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H4K20me3 and H3K9me3 represent epigenetic markers 
that are important for the function of the 53BP1 recruitment 
in NHEJ repair, while the levels of these histone markers 
are reduced in the very late S and G2 phases when PcNA 
was recruited to locally micro‑irradiated chromatin (90). 
Moreover, Nakamura et al (91) reported that the ankyrin 
repeat domain of BRcA1‑associated RING domain protein 1 
(BARd1) promoted BRcA1 recruitment to dSB sites in the 
S and G2 phases by recognizing and reading histone H4 
unmethylated at lysine 20 (H4K20me0). The BARd1 recogni‑
tion of H4K20me0 is required for HR repair and resistance to 
PARPis, and opposes 53BP1 function and NHEJ repair.

Upstream molecules that regulate the post‑transcriptional 
modification of 53BP1. It has been shown that 53BP1 protein 
levels do not significantly change in a dSB response, and 
that the expression of 53BP1 remains basically unaltered 
throughout the entirety of the cell cycle (92,93). Therefore, 
53BP1 is regulated by multiple PTMs (Table I). The first 
PTMs are phosphorylation and dephosphorylation. There are 
28 ATM‑regulated phosphorylation sites at the N‑terminal 
phospho‑SQ/TQ domain of 53BP1 (29,94). The interaction 
between PTIP and 53BP1 is primarily dependent on the third 
phosphorylation site (S25), which plays a role in pathological 
injury repair selection and telomere fusion (56). Interactions 
between RIF1 and 53BP1 are dependent on the phosphoryla‑
tion sites 9‑15 (T302, S437, S452, S523, S543, S580 and S625), 
which govern the processing of dNA ends by recruiting 
Shieldin (55). Additionally, the phosphorylation of 53BP1 
is also involved in its recruitment and cell cycle regulation: 
i) The vaccinia‑related kinase 1 stably phosphorylates 53BP1 
at Ser25/29 without ATM, and is involved in the formation of 
γH2AX, NBS1 and 53BP1 foci induced in NHEJ repair, and 
the entry of the cell cycle into the G2/M phase (95,96). ii) The 
AMP‑activated protein kinase directly binds to 53BP1 and 
phosphorylates it at Ser1317, and promotes 53BP1 recruitment, 
thus maintaining genomic stability and diversity of the immune 
repertoire (97). iii) The glycogen synthesis kinase 3β was 
revealed to translocate from the cytoplasm to the nucleus after 
exposure to ionizing radiation, where it induced dSB repair 
in the nuclei of glioblastoma cells via the phosphorylation 
of 53BP1 at Ser166 (98). Moreover, the dephosphorylation of 
53BP1 plays a noteworthy role in dSB repair pathway choice: 
i) The serine/threonine‑protein phosphatase 4 catalytic subunit 
c (PP4c)/PP4cR3β complex dephosphorylates 53BP1 at 
T1609/T1618, and provides the structural basis for the normal 
enrichment of 53BP1 in the G1 phase for NHEJ repair (99). 
ii) Both BRcA1 and PP4c can promote the dephosphorylation 
of 53BP1 at T543 and the release of the 53BP1‑RIF1 complex 
from dSB sites to direct repair toward HR (100). iii) The protein 
phosphatase 2c δ (referred to as WIP1) decreases the 53BP1 
positioning after IR by mediating 53BP1 dephosphorylation at 
Thr543 and inhibiting 53BP1 interaction with RIF1 (101).

Secondly, 53BP1 is also regulated by ubiquitination. 
RNF168 modifies 53BP1 through the addition of a chain of 
ubiquitin‑polypeptides. Lysine 1268 of 53BP1 is important for 
this ubiquitin modification, while the loss of this modification 
impairs 53BP1 recruitment to sites of dNA damage (47,102). 
Additionally, the UdR motifs of 53BP1 can recognize and bind 
to H2AK15ub (H2A monoubiquitination by RNF168), which is 

crucial for recruiting 53BP1 to promote NHEJ repair. However, 
the E3 ligase RNF168‑mediated 53BP1 ubiquitination and 
recruitment can be attenuated by lipolytic inhibitor G0/G1 
switch gene 2 (103), ring finger protein 126 (RNF126) (104), 
ubiquitin‑editing enzyme A20/TNFAIP3 (105) and the 
phosphorylation of H2AK15ub at Thr12 (referred to as 
H2AK15pUbT12) (106). conversely, RNF169, an uncharacter‑
ized E3 ubiquitin ligase paralogous to RNF168, accumulates 
in dSB repair foci by recognizing RNF168‑catalyzed ubiq‑
uitylation products and acting as a molecular rheostat to 
limit 53BP1 deposition at dSBs (107,108). Hu et al (109) 
found that RNF169 induces 53BP1 disengagement from 
H2AK15ub‑H4K20me2‑53BP1 complex. RNF169 bridges 
ubiquitin and histone surfaces, stabilizing a pre‑existing ubiq‑
uitin orientation in H2AK15ub‑H4K20me2‑53BP1 complex 
to form a high‑affinity complex (109). This conformational 
selection mechanism contrasts with the low‑affinity binding 
mode of 53BP1, and it avails 53BP1 displacement.

Thirdly, 53BP1 is regulated by methylation/acetylation. 
PRMT1, a protein that catalyzes substrates to produce mono‑
methylation or symmetric demethylated arginine, methylates 
the GAR motif of 53BP1 to facilitate 53BP1 oligomerization and 
recruitment (34,35). Similarly, PRMT5, a homologous protein of 
PRMT1, plays a parallel role to that of PRMT1 (110). Wild‑type 
PRMT5 maintains 53BP1 stability and promotes NHEJ repair 
by methylating 53BP1 GAR motif, while pY324 (phosphory‑
lated by Src kinase) of PRMT5 inhibits its activity during the 
dNA damage process and blocks NHEJ repair (110). However, 
PRMT5 methylates RUVBL1 at R205, a cofactor of the TIP60 
complex, which promotes TIP60‑dependent histone H4K16 
acetylation and subsequently facilitates 53BP1 displacement 
from dSB sites (111). Unlike methylation, recognition or modi‑
fication by acetylation appears to induce DSB repair towards the 
HR pathway. As previously mentioned, the UdR motif mediates 
the selective aggregation of 53BP1 by recognizing H2AK15Ub. 
Through a histone reader domain for H4K20me1/2, the MBT 
domain‑containing protein 1 (MBTd1) allows TIP60 complex 
to associate with dSB sites and acetylate H2AK15 (112,113). 
This acetylation blocks H2AK15 ubiquitylation that was 
regulated by RNF168, and inhibits 53BP1 recruitment through 
competitive bivalent binding. Additionally, nuclear ATP‑citrate 
lyase phosphorylation facilitates TIP160‑dependent histone 
acetylation at dSB sites, impairing 53BP1 localization and 
enabling BRcA1 recruitment (114,115). Notably, the acetylation 
of 53BP1 itself inhibits NHEJ and promotes HR by negatively 
regulating its recruitment to dSB sites (116). Mechanistically, 
acetyltransferase cBP acetylates the UdR motif of 53BP1 at 
K1626/1628, thus disrupting the interaction between 53BP1 and 
H2AK15ub, subsequently blocking the recruitment of 53BP1 
and its downstream factors PTIP and RIF1.

Finally, AdP‑ribosylation can signal for ubiquitination and 
promote the degradation of AdP‑ribosylated proteins (117,118). 
RNF146 contains a RING domain that is an E3 ubiquitin 
ligase and a WWE domain that is a PAR‑binding domain, 
and it functions as an E3 ubiquitin ligase for AdP‑ribosylated 
53BP1 (119,120). As the amount of dNA damage increases, 
the c terminus (1043‑1972aa) of 53BP1 is AdP‑ribosylated by 
PARP1, and AdP‑ribosylated 53BP1 is targeted by RNF146, 
leading to 53BP1 ubiquitination and degradation (121). 
NUdT16, member of Nudix proteins that is characterized by 
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a highly conserved 23‑amino acid Nudix motif, exhibits the 
hydrolase activity that removes the protein AdP‑ribosylation 
of 53BP1 (122), and inhibits 53BP1 ubiquitination and degrada‑
tion, stabilizing 53BP1 protein and allowing its recruitment to 
dSB sites (121). Together, the PTM status of 53BP1 plays key 
roles in its recruitment to DSB sites, and reveals how specific 
53BP1 modification and recognition modulate the selection of 
dNA repair pathways.

Other factors involved in 53BP1 recruitment. There are other 
factors that contribute to the regulation of 53BP1 recruit‑
ment and NHEJ repair. The nuclear basket of nuclear pore 
complexes contains three nucleoporins Nup153, Nup50 and 
Tpr, and they play key roles in dSB repair by promoting the 
nuclear import of 53BP1. Nup153 is required for the proper 
nuclear import of 53BP1 and SENP1‑dependent sumoylation 
of 53BP1, which promotes the recruitment of 53BP1 to dNA 
repair foci (123,124). dROSHA, a miRNA biogenesis enzyme, 
is required within minutes of a break occurring to control the 

recruitment of NHEJ repair factors in a dROSHA‑dependent 
manner (125). dROSHA is recruited to dSB sites without 
neither H2AX, nor ATM or dNA‑PK kinase activities, and 
interacts with RAd50 to promote its recruitment (126). Indeed, 
dROSHA knockdown and MRN complex inactivation (mirin 
treatment) increase the association of downstream HR factors, 
such as RAd51 to dNA ends and reduce NHEJ (125,126). 
Tripartite motif‑containing protein 29 (TRIM29) is required 
for the efficient recruitment of 53BP1 to facilitate the NHEJ 
pathway and thereby suppress the HR pathway in response 
to dSB (127). The knockdown of histone lysine demethylase 
PHF2 inhibits the resolution of 53BP1 foci, the localization of 
c‑terminal binding protein (ctBP)‑interacting protein (ctIP) 
and subsequent NHEJ repair (128). TNF receptor‑associated 
death domain (TRAdd), an essential mediator of TNF 
receptor signaling, facilitates NHEJ repair by recruiting 53BP1 
and the Ku70/80 complex (129). In contrast to the depletion 
of the ubiquitin ligase HUWE1 increasing RAd51 levels to 
partially restore HR, the depletion of histone acetyltransferase 

Table I. Post‑transcriptional modifications of 53BP 1 in NHEJ repair.

Post‑transcriptional catalytic catalytic site(s)
modification molecule of 53BP1 Effects (Refs.)

Phosphorylation ATM S25 Interacts with PTIP to promote dSB end protection (56)
 ATM T302, S437,  Interacts with RIF1 to inhibit dNA end resection (55)
  S452, S523, S543,  
  S580, S625
 VRK1 S25, S29 Induces the formation of 53BP1 foci (95,96)
 (without ATM)
 AMPK S1317 Promotes 53BP1 recruitment to dSB sites (97)
 GSK3β S166 Promotes 53BP1 recruitment to dSB sites and (98)
   induces dNA repair
dephosphorylation PP4c T1609, T1618 Promotes the normal enrichment of 53BP1 in G1 phase (99)
 BRcA1 and T543 Induces the release of RIF1 from 53BP1/RIF1 (100)
 PPP4c  complex
 WIP1 T543 decreases 53BP1 positioning after IR by parting (101)
   53BP1/RIF1 complex
Ubiquitylation RNF168 K1268 Promotes 53BP1 recruitment to dSB sites (47,102)
 RNF169 Not stated Induces 53BP1 disengagement from the (109)
   H2AK15ub‑H4K20me2‑53BP1 complex
Methylation PRMT1 GAR motif Facilitates 53BP1 oligomerization and recruitment to (34,35)
   dSB sites
 PRMT5 GAR motif Maintains 53BP1 stability and promotes NHEJ repair (110)
Acetylation Acetyltransferase K1626, K1628 disrupts the interaction of 53BP1 and H2AK15ub,  (116)
 cBP (UdR motif) subsequently blocking 53BP1 recruitment
Poly‑AdP PARP1 c terminus Leads to 53BP1 ubiquitination and degradation by (121)
ribosylation  (1043‑1972aa) targeting RNF146
 NUdT16 Not stated Removes protein AdP‑ ribosylation of 53BP1 (122)
  (Tudor domain)

ATM, ataxia‑telangiectasia mutated; PTIP, Pax transactivation domain‑interacting protein; dSB, double‑strand break; RIF1, RAP1‑interacting 
factor 1; VRK1, vaccinia‑related kinase 1; 53BP1, p53‑binding protein 1; AMPK, AMP‑activated protein kinase; GSK3β, glycogen synthesis 
kinase 3β; PP4c, phosphatase 4 catalytic subunit c; BRcA1, breast cancer type 1 susceptibility protein; WIP1, protein phosphatase 2cδ; 
RNF, ring finger protein; PRMT1, protein arginine N‑methyltransferase 1; NHEJ, non‑homologous end joining; UDR, ubiquitylation‑dependent 
recruitment; PARP1, poly (AdP‑Ribose) polymerase 1; NUdT16L1, Tudor‑interacting repair regulator (TIRR).
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KAT5 rewires dSB repair by promoting 53BP1 binding to 
dSBs (130). KAT5 depletion can promote PARPi sensitivity 
via the induction of imprecise NHEJ repair in BRCA2‑deficient 
cells. The chromodomain helicase dNA‑binding protein 1 
(cHd1), a common genomic mutation found in human pros‑
tate cancers associated with genomic instability, disrupts 
53BP1 stability and decreases error‑prone NHEJ repair for 
dSB repair (131). PARP2 limits the accumulation of the resec‑
tion barrier factor 53BP1 at dSB sites independently of its 
PAR synthesis activity (132). PARP2 induces dSBs towards 
resection‑dependent repair pathways, which includes HR 
repair, SSA and altEJ, rather than NHEJ repair.

5. Downstream effectors of 53BP1 in NHEJ repair

The current research consensus is that BRcA1‑ and 
53BP1‑dependent pathways compete with each other during 
the early stages of dSB repair, particularly for dNA end resec‑
tion. In the G1 phase, 53BP1 is recruited to the dSB site where 
it forms a protein complex that antagonizes BRcA1‑mediated 
terminal modification (a single stranded homologous arm 
of ~200 nt), thereby protecting the terminal from excessive 
removal and determining the manner of cell repair (133). 
Hence, it is crucial to determine the effector molecules of 
53BP1, and it is beneficial for researchers to fully elucidate 
the effects of 53BP1 chromatin recruitment in dNA damage.

53BP1 interacts with the RIF1/Shieldin/CST axis in NHEJ 
repair. 53BP1 phosphorylation, catalyzed by ATM on >25 sites 
that are concentrated in the N‑terminal half of the protein, 
leads to the activation of the dNA repair function of 53BP1 
and promotes its interaction with two proteins, PTIP and RIF1. 
These two proteins are involved in limiting end resection at 
dSB sites independently of each other (134). NHEJ repair is 
abolished in 53BP1‑/‑ cells and in cells expressing 53BP128A 
(an allele harboring alanine substitutions in all 28 N‑terminal 
phosphorylation sites), while exerting a considerably milder 
defect in RIF1‑/‑ cells (135). Moreover, similar to the effect of 
53BP1 ablation, the conditional ablation of mouse RIF1 (not 
PTIP) specifically in B‑cells results in a profound defect in 
the function of 53BP1 in several NHEJ‑driven processes, 
such as immunoglobulin cSR (55,136). Both processes of 
cSR and dSB end ligation involve Ku70/80, dNA‑PKcs, 
LIG4 and XRcc4/XLF of NHEJ repair molecules (137). The 
53BP1‑RIF1 complex has indications for processing short 
overhangs, and ssdNA longer than 20‑30 nt is characteristic 
of resection (16). concerning the mechanism by which the 
53BP1‑RIF1 complex limits the formation of ssdNA at dNA 
breaks, there are two main models.

In the first model, 53BP1 uses the loading of Shieldin onto 
the ssdNA to protect the 5' end from resection. The Shieldin 
complex is composed of REV7 plus SHLd3 (RINN1 or 
cTc‑534A2.2), SHLd2 (RINN2 or FAM35A) and SHLd1 
(RINN3 or c20ORF196), and is recruited to dSBs via the 
ATM‑RNF8‑RNF168‑53BP1‑RIF1 axis, thus promoting 
NHEJ repair of intrachromosomal breaks, cSR and the fusion 
of unprotected telomeres (138,139). For the sake of clarity, 
the SHLd1/2/3 nomenclature will be used herein. Shieldin 
localizes to dSB sites in a 53BP1‑ and RIF1‑dependent 
manner, and its SHLd3 and REV7 subunits associate with 

the SHLd2 N‑terminus to form the 53BP1‑RIF1 complex 
localization module, while its SHLd1 subunit associates 
with the SHLd2 c‑terminus to form the ssdNA‑binding 
module (140). REV7 binds to SHLd2/3 in the crystal structure 
of the SHLd3‑REV7‑SHLd2 ternary complex by adopting 
two conformations with different topologies, closed (c‑REV7) 
and open (O‑REV7) states (141). Therein, SHLd2 forms a β 
sheet sandwich with O‑REV7 and SHLd3 to promote NHEJ 
repair (141), while the conserved FXPWFP motif of SHLd3 
binds to c‑REV7 and blocks REV7 binding to REV1, which 
excludes Shieldin from the REV1/Pol ζ translesion synthesis 
complex (141). Additionally, The c‑terminal half of SHLd2 is 
predicted at a high level of confidence to form three tandem 
OB‑folds to function as a ssdNA binding domain (142). The 
OB‑folds are similar to those found in RPA1 (subunit of replica‑
tion protein A) and cTc1 (one of cTc1‑STN1‑TEN1 complex), 
and may provide a binding site for these ssdNA‑binding 
complexes (143,144). Hereby, the decision point of the 
53BP1‑RIF1 complex in NHEJ repair revolves around Shieldin 
(Fig. 3A). In order to ensure that the 53BP1‑RIF1‑Shieldin 
complex induces 5' ends to produce sufficient resection to 
antagonize BRcA1‑mediated HR repair, the binding between 
Shieldin and ssdNA is worthy of further study. The initiation 
of end resection occurs in a two‑step process: Firstly, the MRN 
resection complex induces endonuclease generated nicks on the 
5'‑terminated strands on either side of the dSB site with the 
aid of ctIP (145,146). These nicks are then expanded through 
the 3'‑5' exonuclease activity of MRN and the 5'‑3' exonuclease 
activity of exonuclease 1 (EXO1) or dNA2‑BLM (147,148). The 
resulting large tracts of ssdNA are bound by RPA, which is 
then replaced by RAd51 to initiate extensive degradation of 
the 5' strands that are required for HR repair. Although the 
SHLd2/SHLd1 complex binds to oligonucleotides of 60‑10 nt 
in vitro (149), the SHLd2/SHLd1 complex does not completely 
inhibit BRcA1. Thus, these biochemical characterizations of 
Shieldin presented above leave some unresolved questions: 
One involves the mechanisms through which Shieldin prevents 
end‑resection prior to the initiation of resection by binding to 
ssdNA. The other involves the mechanisms through which 
Shieldin interrupts EXO1 or dNA2‑BLM following the initia‑
tion of resection by binding to ssdNA (Fig. 4A).

In the second model, Shieldin functions in recruiting 
cST/Polα/Primase at resected ends, rather than blocking 
end‑resection nucleases per se, or by directly inducing resec‑
tion. The CST complex binds with high affinity to ssDNA and 
dsdNA junctions, potentially allowing the complex to protect 
5' ends from EXO1 and block access of the BLM and WRN 
helicases (150). The cST complex may function as down‑
stream molecules of 53BP1/RIF1 to protect dSBs from end 
resection, which confers PARPi resistance in BRCA1‑deficient 
cells (151). 53BP1/RIF1/Shieldin/cST complex binding at 
a dSB site requires a 3' overhang (for cST, in the range of 
10‑18 nt) (150). As an accessory factor of Polα‑primase, cST 
interacts with Shieldin and localizes with Polα to dSB sites 
in a 53BP1‑ and Shieldin‑dependent manner (152). However, 
EXO1 and dNA2‑BLM can generate long ssdNA tracts, while 
Polα has limited ability and usually synthesizes 20‑25 nt over‑
hangs (153). Therefore, the Shieldin/cST/Polα/Primase fill‑in 
reaction is predicted to leave a considerable 3' overhang that may 
be as long as 60 nt. during telomere replication, cST‑induced 
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Figure 4. Two main downstream pathways of 53BP1. (A) dSB end protection by the ssdNA‑binding Shieldin complex (REV7, SHLd3, SHLd2 and SHLd1) limits 
resection by EXO1 and dNA2‑BLM. (B) Shieldin recruits cST and Polα/Primase, promoting the fill in reaction to counteract the DSBs end resection and leave 
a considerable 3' overhang (50‑60 nt). The initial 5' end resection also occurs to allow ssdNA binding by Shieldin and cST. The cST/Polα/Primase‑mediated 
fill in reaction helps to control the DSB repair by 53BP1, RIF1 and Shieldin. (C) Sequential phosphorylation events on multiple Ku/DNA‑PKcs amino acid 
clusters favors the initial processing of dNA ends by Artemis. Artemis binds to 53BP1 to promote NHEJ, and consequently to prevent end resection and 
RAd51‑dependent HR repair. dSB, double‑strand break; ssdNA, 3' single‑stranded dNA; cST, cTc1‑STN1‑TEN1; Polα, polymerase‑α; 53BP1; p53‑binding 
protein 1; NHEJ, non‑homologous dNA end joining; RIF1, replication timing regulatory factor 1; dNA‑PKcs, dNA‑dependent protein kinase catalytic 
subunit; PTIP, Pax transactivation domain‑interacting protein; XRcc4, X‑ray repair cross complementing protein 4; XLF, XRcc4‑like factor; LIG4, dNA 
ligase IV; BRcT, breast cancer type 1 susceptibility protein carboxyl‑terminal; ctIP, c‑terminal binding protein (ctBP)‑interacting protein.
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fill‑in reactions allows for retention of overhangs of at least 
50 nt (154). The RIF1/Shieldin/cST axis has the ability to 
protect 5' ends from further resection, while 53BP1 action is 
predicted to carry a 3' overhang. These results suggest that 
cST/Polα/Primase‑mediated fill‑in reactions help to control 
the repair of dSB by 53BP1, RIF1 and Shieldin (Fig. 4B).

The PTIP/Artemis axis mediates 53BP1‑dependent DNA 
repair. PTIP is another critical factor acting as a downstream 
effector of 53BP1, and it antagonizes BRcA1 function in 
dNA repair by cooperating with RIF1. PTIP recruitment to 
dSB sites depend on phosphorylated 53BP18A (the first eight 
amino‑terminal ATM sites), while PTFP depletion provides 
additional or sustained end resection that is required for 
rescuing HR repair in BRcA1‑deficient cells (56). PTIP, 
a large nuclear protein containing six BRcT (BRcA1 
c‑Terminal) domains, regulates gene transcription as part of 
the MLL3‑MLL4 methyltransferase complex that catalyzes 
H3K4me3 (155). PTIP interacts with phosphorylated Ser 25 of 
53BP1 through its tandem BRcT domains (156,157) (Fig. 4c).

PTIP promotes NHEJ repair by recruiting proteins required 
by NHEJ, Artemis, to sites of dNA damage (158). PTIP inter‑
acts with Artemis through its second BRcT domain, while 
Artemis interacts with PTIP through its damage‑dependent 
phosphorylation of six S/T sites (T656) at the very c‑terminal 
end (158). Artemis, a nuclease with exo‑ and endonuclease 
activity, cleaves a hairpin intermediate during V(d)J recombi‑
nation during dSB end processing (42,159). Artemis nuclease 
activity is dependent on dNA‑PKcs autophosphorylation, 
suggesting that dNA‑PK may remodel the end to allow 
Artemis cleavage (160). Ku70/80 protein binds to dSB end 
and promotes Artemis recruitment, and dNA‑PKcs also 
phosphorylates Artemis. Artemis separates dNA‑PKcs from 
end‑joining complex (Ku70/80, dNA ligase IV, XRcc4, XLF, 
and PAXX) by interacting with XRcc4 (161). Therefore, the 
endonuclease activity of Artemis permits it to trim dSB ends 
to promote NHEJ, and consequently to prevent end resection 
and RAd51‑dependent HR repair (Fig. 4c).

Similar to Artemis nuclease, tyrosyl‑dNA phospho‑
diesterase (TdP1) is capable of resolving protruding 
3'‑phosphoglycolate termini of dSB sites to promote the 
C‑NHEJ pathway (162). Artemis deficiency results in a frac‑
tion of unrepaired DSBs in 53BP1 foci, while TDP1 deficiency 
tends to promote dSB end mis‑joining. TdP1 and Artemis 
perform different but interrelated functions in the repair of 
terminally blocked dSBs. Additionally, Kub5‑Hera, the human 
homolog of the yeast transcription termination factor Rtt103, 
forms novel complexes with dSB repair factors (Ku70/Ku86, 
Artemis, and others) and terminate transcription (RNA poly‑
merase II) at DSB sites (163). In Kub5‑Hera‑deficient cells that 
are hypersensitive to cytotoxic agents‑induced dSBs, Artemis 
induces γ‑H2AX and 53BP1 repair‑related foci regression. 
53BP1 promotes toxic end‑joining events (alt‑NHEJ and 
c‑NHEJ) via the retention of Artemis at dSB sites, while 
BRcA2 antagonizes 53BP1, RIF1, and Artemis‑dependent 
NHEJ repair to prevent gross genomic instability in a 
RAd51‑independent manner (164). Thus, although these 
studies highlight the importance of the 53BP1/PTIP/Artemis 
axis at dSB repair, Artemis‑related downregulation requires 
further research (Fig. 4c).

Other downstream effectors of the 53BP1/RIF1 axis. As 
described above, RIF1 negatively regulates resection through 
the effector Shieldin to prevent further resection and HR 
repair. Isobe et al (165) found that RIF1 immediately inhibited 
the accumulation of ctIP at dSB sites following damage, 
suggesting that RIF1 has another effector in addition to 
Shieldin. They found that protein phosphatase 1 localized to 
dSB sites in a RIF1‑dependent manner, and suppressed down‑
stream ctIP accumulation and limited MRN complex‑mediated 
resection (165). Indeed, cockayne syndrome (cS) is a dNA 
repair impaired syndrome characterized by a broad muta‑
tion of cS protein B (cSB), which is considered another 
RIF1 effector (166). Batenburg et al (167) found that cSB, a 
member of the switch/sucrose non‑fermentable (SWI2/SNF2) 
superfamily, was phosphorylated by ATM (at S10) and cyclin 
A‑cdK2 (at S158). In the dNA dSB repair pathway choice in 
the S/G2 phases, cSB interacts with RIF1 via its winged helix 
domain (WHd) and is recruited to FokI‑induced dSB sites in 
the S phase, limiting RIF1 and its effector REV7, and evicting 
histones, but promoting BRcA1‑mediated HR repair (167). 
Further research has found that the UV‑induced disengage‑
ment of the c‑terminal region of cSB from the ATPase domain 
requires two conserved amino acids (W1486 and L1488), and 
it contributes to the hydrophobic core formation of WHd at its 
c‑terminus (168). The dissociation of the cSB domain interac‑
tions is a necessary step in repairing dNA damage. Following 
RIF1 eviction, cSB interacts with the BRcT domain of 
BRcA1 and this interaction is regulated by cdK‑dependent 
phosphorylation of cSB at S1276 in late S/G2 phase, medi‑
ating the interaction of cSB with HR repair‑related proteins 
consisting of BRcA1, the MRN complex and ctIP (169).

Similar to cSB, the suppressor of cancer cell invasion 
(ScAI) interacts with the tumor suppressing SWI/SNF 
chromatin remodeling complex to promote changes in gene 
expression (170). Hansen et al (171) initially demonstrated 
that ScAI is a mediator of 53BP1‑dependent repair of 
heterochromatin‑associated dSBs and facilitates ATM kinase 
signaling. ScAI undergoes prominent enrichment at dSB sites 
through 53BP1‑dependent recruitment to dSB‑surrounding 
chromatin, while SCAI deficiency results in reduced NHEJ 
repair capacity. ScAI was recently shown to stimulate HR 
repair through an interaction with 53BP1 phosphorylated at 
S/TQ sites in the S/G2 phases (172). ScAI inhibits and evicts 
RIF1 at dSB sites via binding to 53BP1, thus facilitating 
BRcA1‑mediated HR repair (172). Inversely, LMO2 (also 
known as RBTN2, Rhombotin‑2, or Ttg‑2) inhibits BRcA1 
recruitment to dSBs by interacting with 53BP1 during repair, 
promoting error‑prone NHEJ repair and increasing tumor 
cells' sensitivity to PARPis in the G1 phase (173). collectively, 
these molecules are physiologically important components of 
both the NHEJ‑ and HR‑mediated pathways, in potentiating 
the dSB repair choice via modulation of the downstream 
signaling of the 53BP1 axis.

6. The challenges in targeting 53BP1 and its potential roles 
in several diseases and in genome editing

53BP1 inhibits the formation of 3' overhangs at dSB sites 
and alters dSB chromatin dynamics; however, its selective 
advantage remains an enigma. For this reason, 53BP1 may 
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contribute to the response to dSBs, but may also be potentially 
detrimental for cells with multiple dSBs.

53BP1‑mediated NHEJ repair in resistance to treatment and 
prognosis of cancer treatment. 53BP1 not only affects resis‑
tance to cancer treatments, such as chemotherapeutic agents, 
PARPis and radiation, but is also a predictor of outcomes after 
undergoing treatment. Studies have demonstrated that low 
levels of 53BP1 prolong the overall survival of patients with 
non‑small lung cancer cell undergoing treatment with platinum 
to 19.3 months (high levels of 53BP1 to 8.2 months) (174). 
However, in germ cell tumors, cisplatin‑resistant cell lines 
have a NHEJ‑less phenotype characterized by a reduced basal 
expression of 53BP1 and dNA‑PKcs (80). Similarly, low levels 
of 53BP1 have an inferior response to treatment with high‑dose 
alkylating agents in breast cancer (175), while 53BP1 is upreg‑
ulated in temozolomide‑resistant glioblastoma cells (176). 
53BP1‑/‑ leads to 5‑fluorouracil resistance in colorectal cancer 
cells by inhibiting the ATM‑cHK2‑P53 pathway (177). It is 
hypothesized that the reason for the ambiguous role of 53BP1 
in cancer chemotherapy resistance may be due to the fact 
that it is often studied in isolation without taking the role of 
the ATM‑cHK2‑P53 pathway and dNA repair into consid‑
eration. As previously demonstrated, a 53BP1‑/‑ genotype 
increased resistance to PARPis in BRCA1‑deficient mice by 
promoting the re‑emergence of HR repair. BRCA1‑deficient 
cancers prevent error‑prone NHEJ‑induced excessive 
genomic alterations by downregulating RNF168 ubiquitin 
signaling (178). The concept of BRcA1‑/‑‑affected HR repair 
is not an ‘all‑or‑nothing’ concept. When the inhibition of 
RNF168‑ub‑H2AX signaling is not sufficient to activate 
53BP1 recruitment, PALB2, a partner and localizer of BRcA2, 
potently stimulates the dNA strand‑invasion activity of 
RAd51 to prompt residual HR repair (178). In this process, 
53BP1 binds to the nucleosome acidic patch region via its 
UdR domain to block the interaction between PALB2 chro‑
matin‑associated motif (chAM) and the nucleosome at the site 
of the dSB (179). It was previously demonstrated that olaparib 
co‑treatment with DNA synthesis‑inhibiting agents signifi‑
cantly increased 53BP1/γH2AX co‑localization in anticancer 
drug‑treated cells to attenuate the toxicity of treatments (180). 
In BRcA1/53BP1‑deficient cells, RAD51 foci are formed at 
resected dSBs in a PALB2/BRcA2‑dependent manner, and 
thereby induce HR repair (179). As regards sensitivity to 
PARPis, it is worth mentioning that targeting the upstream 
signaling of 53BP1 is also an effective target.

The rapid and error‑prone dSB repair of NHEJ in cancer 
radiation therapy is considered to be the primary factor 
involved in radiation resistance. Ward et al (25) demonstrated 
that 53BP1‑deficient mice were hypersensitive to radiation due 
to defects in NHEJ. Mu et al (181) found that the reduction in 
53BP1 phosphorylation levels (not the levels of 53BP1 protein) 
induced the radiosensitization of glioblastoma cells by inhib‑
iting NHEJ repair. All ionizing radiation therapy, whether it is 
multifraction radiotherapy (MFR) or single‑dose radiotherapy 
activates different dNA repair mechanisms (182). compared 
with an equivalent single dose of irradiation, both cancer 
cells and normal fibroblasts exhibit an enhanced survival 
following MFR, and this effect is entirely dependent on 
53BP1/RIF1‑mediated NHEJ repair (183). These results are of 

clinical significance as they can guide the selection of the most 
effective ionizing radiation regimen by analyzing the expression 
status of the 53BP1‑regulated NHEJ repair in tumors. However, 
although the mechanisms through which the 53BP1‑mediated 
promotion of cancer cell recovery and survival can reduce 
patient outcome are understood, little is known regarding the 
dNA repair method that occurs between different radiation 
fractions. Roobol et al (184) monitored the accumulation of the 
endogenous 53BP1 and replication protein A using live‑cell 
microscopy and found that low linear‑energy‑transfer (LET) 
X‑ray‑induced 53BP1 foci were rapidly and more dynamically 
resolved (184). Low‑LET X‑ray irradiation triggers NHEJ 
repair, while high‑LET α‑particles induce multiple replication 
protein A foci at closely interspaced dSB sites, thus promoting 
HR‑prone repair (184). Nevertheless, the γH2AX and 53BP1 
foci size have been shown to increase with LET, suggesting 
that the delay in repair kinetics was due to the occurrence of 
more complex damage (185). These findings appear to suggest 
that the biological effects of NHEJ or HR repair choices may 
be significantly influenced by the dose, as well as the type of 
radiation exposure. Therefore, current knowledge regarding 
the importance of 53BP1‑mediated NHEJ repair in cancer 
therapy is at its early stages, and further studies focusing on 
the selective advantage of NHEJ‑prone repair are required.

Function of 53BP1 in aging and telomere fusion. In human 
mammary epithelial cells from older individuals, the 
decreased activity of the primary dSB repair pathways, which 
play crucial roles in maintaining genome integrity, was found 
by Anglada et al (186). The deficient recruitment of 53BP1 to 
dSB sites in G1 cells from aged donors reveals a positive asso‑
ciation between age‑associated dNA repair defects and the 
aging process. As the expression levels of γH2AX and 53BP1 
are promoted, Li et al (187) found a protective function of 
53BP1‑mediated NHEJ repair in premature ovarian failure. In 
addition to dSB repair modulation, 53BP1 maintains hetero‑
chromatin integrity and genomic stability through liquid‑liquid 
phase separation (LLPS) with the heterochromatin protein 
HP1α in a mutually dependent manner (188). The LLPS of 
53BP1 rescues heterochromatin de‑repression and protects 
cells against stress‑induced dNA damage and senescence. If 
senescence is bypassed, cells undergo crisis through the loss 
of checkpoints and this results in mass cell death, concomitant 
with further telomere shortening and spontaneous telomere 
fusions. Based on this, the auxo‑actions of 53BP1‑dependent 
NHEJ repair in telomere fusions cannot be ignored. Telomeres 
are protected by the six‑subunit shelterin complex [telomeric 
repeat binding factor (TRF)1, TRF2, protection of telomeres 1 
(POT1), TERF1 interacting nuclear factor 2 (TIN2), TINT1 
and Rap1], which suppresses dNA damage signaling, dNA 
repair, and 5' end hyper‑resection. In telomeres lacking TRF2, 
telomere fusion boosts are due to several separable effects 
of 53BP1 promote: A promotion of mobility of unprotected 
telomeres (189), the effects of oligomerization and synapsis 
involving telomere clustering (135), and the recruitment of the 
RIF1/Shieldin/cST axis, which is involved in counteracting 5' 
end resection. When telomeres are lost due to aging‑associated 
erosion, breakage, or failed replication, the telomere fusions 
serve as a cell's final attempt to protect exposed chromosomal 
ends. However, inappropriate end‑to‑end chromosomal 
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rearrangements and telomere fusions promote genomic insta‑
bility and carcinogenesis.

Function of 53BP1 in neurodevelopment and hyperproliferative 
diseases. Although 53BP1 is most well‑known for its regulation 
of dNA damage repair mechanisms, it was initially discovered 
via its binding to p53. during the differentiation of human 
embryonic stem cells into neurons or into cortical organoids, 
a transcriptional co‑regulatory effect of 53BP1 and UTX, a 
chromatin modifier, promotes human neurogenesis by upregu‑
lating key neurodevelopmental genes (190). Additionally, the 
activation of a 53BP1‑USP28‑p53 mitotic surveillance pathway 
facilitates centrosome defect‑induced neural progenitor cell 
(NPc) depletion and microcephaly during development of the 
brain (191). In a p53‑dependent pathway underlying primary 
microcephaly, a delay of spindle assembly caused by centrosome 
gene mutations triggers the activation of the 53BP1‑USP28‑p53 
pathway, while 53BP1 deletion restores NPc proliferation and 
brain size (192). In another p53‑dependent pathway, muta‑
tions in genes required for dNA repair or genomic stability 
induce the accumulation of dNA lesions that trigger dNA 
damage signaling in NPcs to activate p53 (192). Thus, the 
role of 53BP1 as a regulator of dNA damage repair deserves 
further study. In the developing epidermis, the activation of the 
53BP1‑USP28‑p53 pathway induced by genetically ablating 
centrosomes also cause a thinner epidermis and hair follicle 
arrest (193). These studies provide insight into 53BP1‑related 
neurodevelopment and hyperproliferative diseases that may 
recapitulate developmental programs.

53BP1 inhibition increases CRISPR‑Cas9 genome‑editing 
efficiency. Precise genomic editing based on program‑
ming nucleases, such as the cRISPR/cRISPR‑cas system, 
are controlled by HR repair and limited by the competing 
error‑prone NHEJ repair (194,195). As a critical regulator of 
the method of repair between NHEJ and HR, 53BP1 deficiency 
induces an increase in BRcA1‑mediated HR repair, which 
suggests that the inhibition of 53BP1 may be a promising tool 
to manipulate repair method and promote genome‑editing 
efficiency. Recently, Canny et al (196) and Sun et al (197) 
screened out inhibitors of 53BP1, inhibitor 53 (i53) and dP308, 
and they targeted the tandem Tudor domain of 53BP1. i53 
blocked the interaction between 53BP1 and H4K20Me2 at 
dSB sites and improved gene targeting and chromosomal gene 
conversion by up to 5.6‑fold. Paulsen et al (198) found that the 
ectopic expression of the dominant‑negative murine form of 
53BP1 (mdn53BP1) competitively antagonized 53BP1 recruit‑
ment to dSB sites and improved cas9‑mediated HR repair 
activity. Similarly, RAd18, a dNA damage response factor 
on cas9‑induced HdR, competitively binds H2AK15ub with 
greater affinity than 53BP1, thereby inhibiting 53BP1 recruit‑
ment to dSB sites (199). Additionally, researchers fused cas9 
nucleases and dN1S, a dominant‑negative mutant of 53BP1, 
and this fusion improved HR repair frequency, reaching 86% in 
K562 cells, and almost 70% in leukocyte adhesion deficiency 
(LAd) patient‑derived immortalized B lymphocytes (200). 
Therefore, the inhibition of 53BP1 improves the efficiencies 
of cRISPR‑cas9‑mediated precise gene correction/inser‑
tion, significantly reducing undesirable NHEJ repairs at the 
nuclease cleavage site.

7. Conclusion and future perspectives

There are several open‑ended questions remaining in this field. 
First, ~80% of ionizing radiation‑ or drug‑induced dSBs are 
repaired by the NHEJ pathway, even in the G2 phase. However, 
in the face of the different causes of DSBs, it would be benefi‑
cial to determine the reasons why 53BP1‑mediated NHEJ is 
beneficial or harmful. The nucleolytic, polymerization and 
ligation steps of NHEJ are flexible, as numerous different 
structural and chemical DNA end configurations can be ligated 
at dSB sites. Based on the present review, the mechanical or 
biochemical environment of chromatin, cell cycle phases and 
PTMs of 53BP1 may explain the synergistic effects of these 
ligated complexes. Second, the recruitment of 53BP1 on chro‑
matin around the dSB form 53BP1 nano‑domains that are 
shaped by chromatin topology. However, it remains unknown 
as to whether the regulation of 53BP1 recruitment by histone 
molecular markers (such as H2AK15Ub and H4K20Me2) with 
binding specificity and epigenetic modification enzymes (such 
as MMSET and KAT5) are implemented in parallel, or whether 
they actually regulate different stages of 53BP1 nanodomain 
formation. Third, 53BP1, in conjunction with RIF1 and PTIP, 
promotes the restraints of end resection to antagonize HR 
repair, and consequently promotes NHEJ repair. As the cell 
cycle progresses, 53BP1 gradually loses its dominant role in 
binding with its helper complex. However, the mechanisms 
through which 53BP1 and HR‑related proteins, such as 
BRcA1 achieve a dynamic balance in damaged chromatin 
remain unknown. Fourth, telomere protection in mammals 
is mediated by TRF2, which binds chromosomal ends and 
ensures genomic integrity through inhibiting NHEJ repair, 
which triggers chromosome fusion end connection (201,202). 
53BP1 disturbs telomere stability, possibly through interaction 
with the TRF2 Shelterin component, and induces telomere 
dysfunction and the aging process (186). In future studies, 
these questions regarding 53BP1 function need be addressed 
to obtain a more complete and accurate understanding of dSB 
repair and improve the clinical options available to patients of 
several diseases.
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